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Using the travel writing of six Americans in their teens who went to Europe between WWI and WWII, this article argues that broader trends of mass tourism, such as travel’s extension beyond European elite and inclusion of women, intersected with Americans’ preoccupation with youth and youth culture in the interwar years. First, an examination of publications aimed at middle-class Americans demonstrates that contemporaries saw travel as a way to mitigate anxieties about youth, nationalism, and internationalism. Then, a close reading of the youths’ writing reveals that as young American women growing up in a period in which anxieties about youth and young women’s sexuality were high, their gender and age were crucial to how they made sense of their social and political experiences abroad.

1. Introduction

As fourteen-year-old Victoria Brown set sail for Europe in 1935 she sketched a picture in her diary. A girl, presumably Victoria herself, waves goodbye to the New York City skyline as she gazes at a circular buoy with the name of the ship that would carry her to Europe: «S.S. Champlain». Across the top of the page she wrote, «Goodbye USA»¹. Fifteen-year-old Clara Schiefer, sixteen-year-olds Anna Taylor and Rosalie Durette, and nineteen-year-olds Yvonne Blue and Eleanor Winograd offered similar descriptions in their travel writing in the late 1920s and 1930s². These American youths recorded detailed accounts of their trips until they returned

¹ I would like to thank Phillip Emanuel, David (Mac) Marquis and Nadine Zimmerli for reading drafts of this article. Victoria Brown Travel Diary of Europe, 1935, SC 00002, Special Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary, Aug. 16, Part I, p. 65. Henceforth referred to as Victoria Brown Travel Diary.
² Clara Louise Schiefer Diary, 1933, SC 00724, Special Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary; Anna Taylor Diary, 1929, Mss. Acc. 2011.569, Special Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary; Rosalie D.J. McLeod Diary, 1937, SC 01264, Special Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary; Yvonne Blue Skinner Papers. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University, M-26, Reel 2, 8v; and Recollections of 1936 Trip, between 1990-2007. Winograd Judd Family Papers, B266.04.0008.0001.
home weeks and sometimes months later, yet their experiences and those of others like them have yet to be studied. While scholars such as Brooke Blower and Whitney Walton have considered the experience of Americans in Europe between the world wars, what has not been considered is youth travel – both actual travel and representations of it back in the United States – outside of formal collegiate study abroad and exchange programs. Studying these youths and the types of trips they undertook draws attention to trends of mass tourism in the twentieth century, such as travel’s extension to those beyond European elites and the inclusion of women, but specifically shows how these trends intersected with adult Americans’ preoccupation with youth and youth culture in the interwar years.

A brief introduction to the young Americans allows for a better understanding of them, their trips, and the writing they left behind. They were between fourteen and nineteen years old and census records indicate that they hailed from predominantly white, middle- and upper-middle-class communities. Sixteen-year-old Anna traveled with her mother and a tour group in 1929, visiting England, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and France. Nineteen-year-old Yvonne embarked on a similar tour of Europe with a travel group a year later. Fifteen-year-old Clara visited Europe in 1933 without her parents, instead traveling through a Boy Scout and Girl Scout exchange. Neither fourteen-year-old Victoria, traveling in 1935, nor nineteen-year-old Eleanor, traveling in 1936, traveled with tour groups. Instead, Victoria went abroad to visit France and Italy with her parents and younger sister. And, though Eleanor did begin her trip with a group of students, the writing examined here was kept after parting ways with the group to visit family. Finally, sixteen-year-old Rosalie undertook the most extensive travels with her father and through a travel agency in 1937, visiting cities from Paris to Moscow. The variety of these trips –


4 Understanding the diaries of Clara, Victoria, Anna, and Yvonne as «public» private diaries, meaning that the young women wrote their diaries with a conscious or unconscious audience in mind, allows for them to be studied together with the writings of Rosalie, who dedicated the transcription of her diary to her father, and Eleanor, who transcribed her diary to be published in the Rocky Mountain Jewish Historical Notes later in life. My understanding of diaries as sources comes from Lynn Bloom in BEATTIE, Heather, «Where Narratives Meet: Archival Description, Provenance, and Women’s Diaries», in Libraries & the Cultural Record 44, 1/2009, pp. 82-100, pp. 93; SCHRIBER, Suzanne Mary, Writing Home: American Women Abroad, 1830-1920, Charlottesville, University of Virginia Press, 1997; HARRISON, Kimberly, «Rhetorical Rehearsals: The Construction of Ethos in Confederate Civil War Diaries», in Rhetoric Review, 22, 3/2003, pp. 243-263, p. 244; SCHRUM, Kelly, Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence of Teenage Girls’ Culture, New York, Palgrave Macmillan,
youth exchanges, tours with travel groups, and independent family travel – in fact represents the various modes of travel possible for American young people in the interwar years.

The travel writing of these young Americans offers the opportunity to probe questions about young people, tourism, and internationalism between the world wars and provides the opportunity to include young women’s voices in answering these questions. In order to understand the context in which these young Americans went abroad, I first examine the magazines and newspapers mentioned in the youths’ writing and complement them with publications aimed at middle-class Americans in order to show that contemporaries saw travel as a way to mitigate anxieties about American youth, nationalism, and internationalism between the world wars. A close reading of the youths’ travel writing then reveals that they did not just fulfill the desires of their adult contemporaries who deemed travel as something that would prepare the youths to be productive citizens of both the country and the world. Instead they imbued their trips with their own meaning: age and gender were integral to how these youths understood themselves, their social interactions outside of the U.S., and the cultures and forms of government they encountered as they traveled. Thus although adults might have encouraged travel as a way to mitigate anxieties about youth in the interwar years, in reality the concerns over youthful sexuality and prescribed gender roles that fueled these anxieties were in fact integral to how the young Americans examined here made sense of their trips.

Considering how middle-class American youth and their parents understood travel and tourism is one way to internationalize scholarship on young people’s experience in the twentieth century. Even though scholars draw attention to the 1920s and 1930s as important decades for the development of youth culture in the American context due to increased consumerism and school attendance, few are asking questions that move beyond the country’s borders. Even those who


I am using the terms “youth” and, more broadly, “young people” because I understand these categories as fluid identities with which people can choose to self-identify. Their use in this article is informed by the youths’ writing which indicates that they identified themselves and their peers as part of a distinct age cohort. I use “youth in their teens” – rather than “teenagers” – because “teenagers” was not widely used until the 1940s. When referring to the individuals, I use “youth” and “young women” to help readers avoid imposing contemporary understandings about girlhood and womanhood to the historical actors studied in this paper. Age, like gender and race, is an arbitrary category that is imbued with social meaning and understanding within a specific historical moment. See MINTZ, Stephen, «Reflections on Age as a Category of Historical Analysis», in Journal of the History of Childhood and Youth, 1, 1/2008, pp. 91-94, pp. 92-93.

For works that draw attention to the 1920s and 1930s as significant to the development of “youth culture”
have begun to ask these questions, such as Jennifer Helgren in her study of American girls’ «youth internationalism» and Richard Ivan Jobs in his work on young backpackers in Europe, overwhelmingly concentrate on the post-1945 period. That said, evidence of internationalism – or an attention to different cultures and the international connections among people – in the interwar period is not all that surprising given recent scholarship that seeks to expand studies of foreign relations and “internationalize” the history of the U.S. by exploring topics such as consumerism, education, and tourism. Kristin Hoganson, for example, finds an intense interest in products from abroad by looking at middle-class domestic spaces in her study of American consumerism. Moving beyond state actors and formal government policy has been particularly fruitful for challenging the characterization of the interwar years as a period of U.S. history that was isolationist. Despite rejection of the League of Nations, immigration restrictions, and a move away from the internationalist rhetoric of the Wilsonian years, Diana Selig finds a robust educational push to teach young people global citizenship and appreciation for the country’s cultural diversity. Similarly, in their studies of adult expatriates, businessmen, and Junior Year Abroad participants in France, Brooke Blower and Whitney Walton identify Americans working out their national identities in international contexts.


11 IRIYE, Akira, Cultural Internationalism and World Order, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins UP, 1997, p. 2. Iriye argues that the interwar period is when «culture internationalism came of age», p. [51].
context of the American interwar years, internationalism is often associated with Americanization: the process by which private citizens and groups (knowingly or unknowingly) promoted American practices through business or mass culture. These two ways of thinking may appear to pit internationalism against nationalism, however, scholarship on travel, tourism, and consumption shows that nationalism and internationalism should not be seen as mutually exclusive. An individual can simultaneously maintain their national loyalty and experience an appreciation for national cultures that are different from their own. Walton and Blower especially stress this in their studies of interwar tourists. As Blower argues, «Americanness was not simply American-made». It was something «worked out in international contexts». The young Americans studied here joined their fellow interwar tourists who worked out their “Americanness” in international spaces, but as young American women growing up in a period in which anxieties about youth and young women’s sexuality were high, their gender and age were crucial to how they understood and processed their social and political experiences abroad.

2. Youth Travel in the Century of the Child and Interwar Years of Crisis

When these young Americans left the shores of the U.S. they joined a long tradition of Americans visiting Europe. Though originally reserved for a small group of elite men, as the nineteenth century progressed and travel became more comfortable and less expensive, tourism expanded to those beyond the upper classes and increasingly included women. Partially due to the introduction of the Tourist Third Cabin in 1925, the number of Americans traveling abroad reached a new high in the mid-1920s, with those going to Europe growing more than 100 percent from 1924 to 1930. By 1928, about 800,000 tourists traveled in the “Tourist Third” alone. While previously people saw the Grand Tour and the exposure it provided to ‘Old World Civilization’ history, art, and architecture as a means of self-improvement and cultural refinement, by the 1920s they deemed «recreational tourism – having a good time, having fun» as accomplishing the same goals. The lure of going abroad shifted from exposure to culture and art to the ability to

---

13 BLOWER, Brooke, op. cit., pp. 11, 38.
15 LEVENSTEIN, Harvey, Seductive Journey: American Tourists in France From Jefferson to the Jazz Age, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1998, pp. 255-256. Most scholars of travel and tourism argue that as the purpose of travel shifted away from cultural appreciation, refinement, and education toward activities associated with leisure and pleasure seeking, travelers – in other words, active participants who explored new places – became tourists, passive participants who experienced the places they visited through the lens of mediators. I use “youth travel” in this article because this is how Americans in the 1920s and 1930s
shop, drink, and participate in the more sexually liberal culture Europe was thought to offer. Nonetheless, some of the trips examined here were given as gifts and undertaken before the youths entered college, which indicates that traveling had residual significance into the twentieth century as a sign of coming of age or cultural refinement.

Not only were more Americans traveling to Europe than ever before, travel to Europe filled the publications middle-class Americans read. Kristin Hoganson identifies a «culture of international travel» – or, «a culture permeated with reports and images of foreign travel, a culture rife with ersatz travel experiences» – in her study of middle-class domestic spaces from 1865 to 1920. Likewise, Christopher Endy asserts a similar phenomenon in his study of popular commentary on travel to Europe in U.S. publications leading up to World War One. Accounts of Americans traveling and living in Europe were thus common in U.S. popular culture from the late nineteenth century through the end of World War One. Publications from the 1920s and 1930s indicate the continued representation of Americans in Europe in U.S. popular culture. More specifically, articles and advertisements indicate that youth travel to Europe became especially prominent: authors increasingly identified American young people as the ideal Americans to go abroad and wrote for an audience of American youths and their parents. While articles about youth travel appeared in the late teens, they appeared more frequently as the interwar years progressed. Though coverage of youth travel to Europe would dwindle during World War Two, it would pick up again after the war.

Publications aimed at middle-class Americans like the youths examined here and their parents positioned travel to Europe as a way to mitigate anxieties surrounding young people and the United States’ place on the international stage. Scholars attribute the emergence of youth culture from about the turn of the century through the 1930s to shifting family structures, the increasing availability of heterosocial leisure spaces, and the mass consumption of consumer goods and entertainment. Adults progressively saw the growing autonomy and mobility of youth as a threat to their authority and pinned society’s problems on the group’s growing identification. The perceived threat of youth was particularly acute in the late 1920s and early 1930s because of the Depression and the growing popularity of communism and fascism in Europe, as a large number

overwhelmingly referred to the type of trips examined here.

16 HOGANSON, Kristin L., op. cit., p. 165.
18 See: HELGREN, Jennifer, op. cit.; JOBS, Richard Ivan, op. cit.
19 The 1904 publication of G. Stanley Hall’s two-volume study, Adolescence, marked the explicit recognition of a distinct life stage between the ages of twelve and twenty-one for girls and fourteen to twenty-five for boys. While this life stage was recognized in the early twentieth century, it was not until the 1920s that a visible national youth culture was established. See SCHRAM, Kelly, op. cit., pp. [11]-12; D’EMILIO, John, FREEDMANN, Estelle B., Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2012, especially Chapter Eleven.
of Americans came to associate the «youth problem» with the «crisis of civilization»\(^{20}\). In short, as the fate of both the country and civilization became seen as inextricably linked to youths, young people and their habits created much anxiety among older Americans. As a result, liberal educators, adults, and reformers sought ways to relieve this anxiety by refining the future generations into their version of good, American citizens.

Travel, educators and reformers believed, was one way to teach the young how to be productive citizens of both the U.S. and the world. Articles about the Junior Year Abroad – inaugurated at the University of Delaware in 1923 – particularly highlighted the importance of international experience to the United States’ place in the world:

> The World War dragged us out of our isolation and we are today acting a part on the world stage. If we do not want to be the unconsciously humorous character in the drama, we must know foreign languages, literatures, cultures, and ideals\(^{21}\).

While Whitney Walton demonstrates that adults – from diplomats to educators – debated exactly how experience abroad would strengthen Junior Year Abroad students’ attachment to the U.S. and facilitate an appreciation for other cultures, similar debates occurred among educators of younger students\(^{22}\). Articles aimed at primary and secondary educators stressed the importance of teaching students the benefits of international cooperation. In 1930 Caroline Barbour began her article in *Childhood Education*, «The twentieth century’s gift to the history of evolution will be World Federation» made possible because the twentieth century was also the «Century of the Child»\(^{23}\). Since more children than ever before were going to school, classrooms that taught global mindedness could surely make a difference. Activities, such as reading about foreign lands and travel, would teach students to value the U.S., but also foster a curiosity and

---


appreciation for those that were different from them. Read together, the articles show the importance contemporary educators placed on youth travel as a means to instill in the young of all ages an international consciousness.

Everyday readers encountered similar messages about travel in newspapers and magazines that targeted the middle class. A good example of this is Sydney Greenbie’s article “World Consciousness” in the women’s periodical «Redbook Magazine». Like the writers in education journals, Greenbie positioned travel as a way to foster an international outlook, while also encouraging a natural attachment to the youths’ own country: «[travel] is an excellent preventive of provincial narrowness and bigotry; and an estimable aid in fostering that world-consciousness which will be one of the distinguishing marks of the cultivated person». The article also addressed some of the anxieties surrounding travel:

Sometimes the criticism is heard that foreign study and travel in early life may alienate our youth from American institutions. Nothing could be more fallacious. Experience shows that an early acquaintance with the customs and manners of other people, instead of scattering a man’s attachments, intensifies his love for his home land24.

These excerpts are significant in that they capture the national debate surrounding youth travel. Some Americans saw travel – perhaps like the League of Nations that the country refused to join – as a threat to the country’s well-being, an activity that would erode youths’ national loyalty. Others deemed travel to be exactly what the country needed: a way to gain prominence on the international stage. Greenbie captured the middle ground that most educators and middle-class writers took. Travel, its proponents argued, would both strengthen a child’s nationalism and internationalism and, most importantly, strengthen their and their country’s place in the world.

Such excerpts also draw attention to the gendered language used in the interwar discourse of youth travel. Like Greenbie, who wrote that travel would intensify “his love for his home land” (emphasis added), authors often universally referred to young people using “he” or “him.” While masculine pronouns were often the default during this period, the fact that the discourse of youth travel intersected with topics of citizenship and nationalism draws attention to how contemporary writers and educators overwhelmingly envisioned the young boy turned man as the ideal citizen. This was despite the fact that women had recently been recognized as full citizens with voting rights with the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920.

Contemporaries rarely explicitly recognized the importance of the increasing availability of travel for specifically girls and women or connected their travels to citizenship training, even though young women were prominent in Junior Year Abroad programs and the travel groups of the youth examined here were made up of many girls and women. Though neglected by their contemporaries, their experiences are key for understanding the extension of travel in the twentieth century to include middle-class American girls and women. The travel writing examined here thus offers one way to examine this shift by including the voices of young women and asking how both their age and gender shaped their experiences.

Though often using a gendered language that prioritized boys and young men, throughout the publications everyday Americans read, articles and advertisements promoted and encouraged youth travel to adults and young people alike. For example, in «Parents’ Magazine», articles like “Education Via Travel” and “Travel is a Liberal Education” encouraged parents to take their children abroad, especially to Europe. These articles stressed the educational values of travel, but specifically delegated this “global mindedness” as the parents’ responsibility. If a parent did not have the time or money to go abroad with their children, articles suggested that parents send their children abroad through exchanges or with student travel groups. No matter the type of travel, it was one way parents could complete their responsibility of fostering a global mindedness among their children.

Other articles offered tips for parents traveling with their children. These included encouraging children to keep journals, traveling to places that would augment the child’s studies, and preparing the children through activities at home before their trips. In general, the articles advised that intensive travel through Europe was not recommended for very young children, but “with older children” – those at least in high school – “the rewards of a well-planned trip are many.” Though it is impossible to know if the parents of the young Americans examined here read these exact articles, the youths’ writing indicates that their parents did do the things mentioned in them. Many of the youths’ trips mimicked their language preparation in school and all of them indeed kept a travel journal. Moreover, the pervasiveness of such topics across different types of publications makes it hard to imagine that the youths and their parents did not come across similar articles.

27 VAN HOOK, Edith, op. cit., pp. 20. See also O’DONNELL, Frances, op. cit., p. 25.
Advertisements were also common throughout these publications and specifically aimed to attract youths and their parents by emphasizing lower rates for those under nineteen, as well as specific provisions aimed at them. A “Student European Tour” advertisement read, «6th Annual Tour...Sailing S.S Bremen July 31, 48 days. Price $395 to those under 19 yrs. $465 to adults»28. Ocean liners and travel agencies also produced pamphlets and digests to advertise their services. These pamphlets highlighted how stress-free travel would be through the agencies, and the ship companies even had specific menus and parties for children29. Through these publications, the travel industry projected an image of travel as a carefree and affordable pursuit for Americans and suggested that while crossing the Atlantic passengers would meet «congenial people»30. All in all, these advertisements painted the trans-Atlantic journey and touring Europe as easy and exciting endeavors for Americans, and particularly for American youth.

Even those who never left the U.S. read about their contemporaries – both old and young – that did. Articles encouraged readers to find out about the travels of radio and movie stars with catchy titles like “Pic People Forget ‘See America First,’ as They Trek to Europe” and also tracked the everyday American, as clippings that Clara pasted in her diary indicate31. Leading up to her trip, she pasted newspaper clippings that announced her travel plans from Rochester, New York’s The Daily Record in her diary. And, upon her return, she pasted more clippings that showed that while she traveled, her community at home followed her journey (see Image 1)32. Other articles chronicled the experience of children traveling alone, students studying abroad, and young travelers taking advantage of the growing number of youth hostels33. Published travel accounts by

32 Other clippings appear in Clara’s diary on pages 172, 175, and 183.
and about young people also became popular in the 1930s and reading lists aimed at middle-class parents and educators regularly included them among their suggestions. An example of this genre of travel literature is the book *Around the World in Eleven Years*. This was a travel account that twelve-year-old Patience Abbe and her brothers wrote, and it made the nonfiction best-sellers list of 1936. Thus, travel to Europe was not only popular in publications aimed at middle-class adults, but also in publications specifically aimed at their children.

By the time the six Americans examined in this article embarked on their trips, youth travel to Europe was highly visible in the publications middle-class Americans of all ages read. While no single diary entry or letter excerpt can be read as representative of American youth in general, the travel writing of these young Americans shows how a group of individuals participated in and

---


helped to produce this culture of travel. Passenger lists indicate that the youths had not previously crossed the Atlantic and many of them asserted in their writing that this was the first time they left the country. Their trips were then the first time these young Americans encountered foreigners and fellow Americans beyond the borders of the U.S. As scholars who study travel literature recognize, through writing, tourists negotiated both the meaning of “home” and explored the United States’ role on the international stage. The youth studied here were no exception—through their writing they re-evaluated their Americanness in an international framework. But while their contemporary adults who encouraged travel saw it as a way to teach American youth to be good citizens and emphasized the cultural appreciation that could come through travel, turning to the actual youths’ writing shows how they made sense of their trips in ways unacknowledged in the prescriptive literature back home.

3. Dancing, Dating, and Drinking: Youth Culture in the Travel Writing of Young Americans in Europe, 1929-1937

Though the individuals who wrote the travel writing examined in the rest of this article hailed from different areas of the U.S., the similarities between their writing allow for them to be studied as a group that together demonstrates, in Kelly Schrum’s terms, “a distinct teenage culture in the making.” The 1920s and 1930s were particularly important decades for the consolidation of an identity around being young, especially for middle-class American young women in their teens. As American youths spent an increasing amount of time outside the home, surrounded by people their age and advertisements targeted youths—especially young women—as a specific consumer group, “peer groups” came to compete with the role of the family as one of the “primary units of affiliation” that “fulfilled individual emotional needs for security and identity.” At the same time, sex became rapidly visible as American society moved toward what John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman characterize as “sexual liberalism” that separated sexual activities from the goal of reproduction and promoted individual sexual satisfaction as a key

37 ENDY, Christopher, op. cit., p. 565; SCHRIBER, Suzanne Mary, op. cit., p. 9.
38 SCHRUM, Kelly, op. cit., p. 10. Eleanor did turn twenty years old while in Poland, but the writing examined here is from when she was nineteen. Moreover, numerical age was not as important as an identification with being young.
39 See: SCHRUM, Kelly, op. cit., p. 12 (quotes); BAILEY, Beth, op. cit., p. 78.
aspect of both marriage and individual happiness. New technologies, from movies to mass-produced magazines and newspapers, commercialized and legitimized images of women who were more sexual and pleasure-seeking than their counterparts from preceding generations. As «sex and sexuality increasingly entered the public sphere» they «became part of the very definition of youths». Like other Americans in their teens who kept diaries during the interwar years, the importance of both age and gender for how these youths understood themselves as individuals and as part of a group is clear in their travel writing.

What makes their writing distinct is that it was kept beyond the borders of the U.S. and thus shows how age and gender were important for how these youths made sense of whom and what they encountered as they traveled. In other words, their experiences as young women in their teens growing up in a period in which anxieties about youth, gender, and sexuality were high in the U.S. informed their «tourist gaze». They made sense of their trips by contrasting what they encountered abroad to the social and political norms with which they were familiar at home. For these young Americans, coming to terms with what it meant to «be American» while abroad was in part defined by participating in what were deemed controversial youth habits back in the U.S. – activities that the adults, educators, and reformers writing the articles in middle-class publications did not anticipate when they encouraged youth travel.

Though the youths acknowledged that parts of their journey did not live up to the luxurious image of travel projected in movies and advertisements, their writing confirms the importance of the «congenial people» the advertisements emphasized. Their journal entries indicate that, for them, these people were often young people from around the world. Comparing passenger lists of the ships that Victoria, Clara, Anna, Rosalie, Yvonne, and Eleanor took shows that they, along with their fellow travel companions in their teens, were among the youngest onboard the ships and part of a minority of passengers that were under twenty years old. Nonetheless, there was a vibrant youth culture scene made up of Americans, Europeans, and others during the voyages in

41 BAILEY, Beth, op. cit., p. 77.
42 I come to this conclusion through my own research with American youth diaries in the 1920s and 1930s. See also: SCHRUM, Kelly, op. cit.; BAILEY, Beth, op. cit.
43 John Urry explains that one's tourist gaze «varies by society, by social group and by historical period» and is «constructed through difference». «What makes a particular tourist gaze depends upon what it is contrasted with; what the forms of non-tourist experience happen to be. The gaze therefore presupposes a system of social activities and signs which locate the particular tourist practices, not in terms of some intrinsic characteristics, but through the contrasts implied with non-tourist social practices». URRY, John, The Tourist Gaze: Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies, London, SAGE Publications, 1990, pp. 1-2.
44 While previous scholarship has asserted that Americans used their experiences aboard «to contemplate their own attitudes about gender roles and sexuality», studying youth travel writing nuances this scholarship and indicates that, particularly for youth, coming to terms with what it meant to «be American» while abroad, meant an exploration of issues specifically related to American youth culture. BLOWER, Brooke, op. cit., p. 153.
which they participated45. While passenger lists indicate that some of the people the youths wrote about were under twenty years old, the term «youth culture» as it is used here is informed by the youths’ writing – they often referred to those they wrote about while on the ship as, for example, «boys», distinguishing their peers from adults whom they described as «men»46.

Other entries reveal an attention to their own and their peers’ age. Both Yvonne and Anna gave special attention in their diaries to their ability to enter the Casino at Monte-Carlo. Yvonne wrote, «No one under 21 is supposed to be admitted, but [Bebia?] managed it somehow and we all got it»47. Anna offered a similar account: «People under twenty-one are not supposed to get in but I got by but Boliver and Fred couldn’t and their [sic] seventeen»48. Victoria and Clara also included the ages of those they met in their travel writing. Clara specified that «2 German girls (14 yrs) live across the street» during her time in Hamburg and again specified the ages of the students she met (seventeen, twelve, and fifteen) while visiting a school in Altena49. Likewise, Victoria wrote after spending time with her father’s friend’s family, «He had with him his two daughters 13&15»50. Clara and Victoria’s decision to highlight this detail, over other characteristics of those they were describing, suggests the importance of age to the youths. The knowledge of their peers’ age might even indicate a verbal inquiry (perhaps in a second language, in the case of Clara’s neighbors across the street) and discussion among the young people about their age. Even when they did not specifically refer to age in numbers, they often specified when those they met were their own age or used the adjective “young” to describe their peers. Instances in which the youths recorded their peers’ ages or more abstractly referred to their peers in ways that set them apart from other generations highlight that the youths took their identification with a specific youth peer culture abroad with them. While young people traveling before the interwar period surely identified with those their age, the youths examined here often privileged this characteristic as opposed to other characteristics, such as nationality, when describing the people they met suggesting the importance of a generational identity around being young for these American youths.

How some of the youths wrote about their interactions with other young people reveals that in these interactions the youths participated in activities that were deemed controversial youth habits in the U.S.: dancing, dating, and drinking. By participating in these activities, Anna,

46 A survey of the ages of the passengers on board the ships suggests that most passengers were in their twenties and thirties. Exact age appeared less important than an identification with a fellow passenger as being “young” to the youth examined here. See footnote 36 for the passenger lists.
47 Yvonne Blue Travel Diary, Aug. 10, 1930, pp. 111.
48 Anna Taylor Diary, July 13, 1929.
49 Clara Schiefer Diary, July 17, 1933, pp. 198; and July 25, 1933, pp. 206.
Victoria, Clara, and Yvonne challenged prevailing white, middle-class gender and sexual norms in the U.S. at this time. At the beginning of the twentieth century, courtship rapidly gave way to dating as emphasis was put on romantic love and companionship. Additionally, the recent availability of heterosocial leisure spaces, like the cinema and dance hall, provided places in which youths could socialize outside the confines of the home. The activities associated with dating separated youths from previous generations. For example, petting and necking (intimate touching that went beyond kissing but did not include sexual intercourse) became an «initiatory stage» to the «coital experience of adulthood», previously unacknowledged by older generations51. Likewise, youths saw their most popular pastime, dancing, as one of their least scandalous activities. Yet this youth view of dancing was in stark contrast to the opinions of adults who deemed the youths’ dancing habits as permitting too much movement and contact, and especially promiscuous behavior for girls and young women. Anna explained the different generational perspectives of dancing when she wrote, «Tonite we all sat on the top deck and danced with old papa’s [sic] who know nothing about dancing»52. These new forms of sociability, from simple exchanges in heterosocial spaces to more intimate interactions between boys and girls in private, were «part and parcel» of American youth identification and constituted «a crucial site of [individual] identity construction»53. Since sexuality was a defining aspect of and controversial issue for American youths, instances in which the youths wrote about heterosocial interactions shows that traveling opened space for them to explore their own sexual selves in ways that might not have been possible at home54.

As Anna’s entry suggests, dancing was a popular pastime on the ships. On one of her first nights aboard the S.S. Champlain Victoria described noticing a «very nice-looking boy» who finally asked her to dance55. Throughout the rest of the journey, Victoria recorded her time with the boy, Richard, and particularly emphasized the fun they had as they danced «with the ship rolling and rocking»56. Dancing with Richard became a defining aspect of Victoria’s trip across the Atlantic

51 D’EMILIO, John, op. cit., pp. 256, 258. Beth Bailey provides the most comprehensive study of courtship and dating in From Front Porch to Back Seat.
52 Anna Taylor Diary, June 29, 1929.
53 D’EMILIO, John, op. cit., p. 256.
54 For the purpose of this paper I am defining “sexuality” as «desires, relationships, acts, and identities concerned with sexual behavior». While this definition of sexuality comes from: CLARK, Anna, Desire: A History of European Sexuality, New York, Routledge, 2008, p. 3; it is no less applicable to sexuality in the U.S. Scholars who study sexuality in the U.S. also define and study it using these terms. Their definitions, however, are not as succinct. I knowingly offer an often-simplified discussion of sexuality and politics in Europe, let alone the individual countries of Europe, and a one-sided view of the exchanges between the young women and the Europeans they met. I focus on how the young women explored their sexuality within the specific context of sexuality in the United States at this time.
56 Ibidem, Aug. 18, 1935, Part I, pp. 73-74; Aug. 21, 1935, Part I, pp. 79-80; and Aug. 22, 1935, Part I, pp. 83. In their study of steamship travel, Lorraine Coons and Alexander Vargas argue, «ship life was pure escapism for both passengers and crew. On board, a passenger could let down his guard». Their study also reveals
and she wrote about the opportunities to dance on the ship in overwhelmingly positive terms. Clara, on the other hand, became keenly aware of her inability to dance and how it inhibited her from socializing with her peers. Once back in the U.S., Clara immediately began private dance lessons and “Learn to dance” was her most heavily underlined New Year’s resolution. Clara’s desire to dance once back in the U.S., inspired by her trip to Europe, points to one way her experiences traveling influenced her even on her return home.

Dancing was also part of a culture of dating that took place as the youths traveled. As Beth Bailey argues, by the mid-1920s “dating” was the popular form of courtship for American youth and was characterized by a competition for who could have the most and greatest variety of dates. While Victoria only wrote about one boy in particular, Anna captured this new form of courtship – a style of courtship that she took with her even as she left the shores of the U.S. – in her writing. Anna described one afternoon, «had six boys with me...[T]hey all fed me tea and cakes and I had a great time» and wrote another night that she «had a date with Henry and 3 couples of us: Holland and Gordon, Henrietta and Bunny, and Henry and I». While we cannot know where these youths were from, as Anna did not provide last names, it is possible that these were not all American youth.

Not only did a culture of dating occur on the ships, other entries reveal that it continued as the youths traveled throughout Europe. Anna chronicled her friend Holland’s «darling Italian aviator beau» and their exchange of pictures during her time in Italy and, while in Germany, Yvonne wrote about an experience going on a date with her friend and «two Alpine fellows». The four had their pictures taken at a photomaton and then went to a dance hall (see Images 2 and 3). Clara also wrote about the relationship her friend, Isabel, had while she was in Germany and recorded her own encounters with young men: «I stray from the group...About 4 I go for a walk with a Josef?? [sic]...Heavens only knows why. Return and find that the ‘German-American’ club had taken the others to a beergarten [sic] to dance». This excerpt indicates that Clara saw her walk with Josef – a German – significant enough to write in her diary and the question marks after his name suggest that she might not have known him well. As Clara’s travel writing was part of a year-long diary she kept, what is interesting about this passage is that she did not write similar
excerpts before her trip. Whether she chose not to write about them back in the U.S. because she was afraid someone might read her diary, or she did not have similar experiences at home, Clara increasingly recorded her interactions with young men throughout her diary, which indicates that travel allowed for interactions among youths and made her feel comfortable enough to record them.

Images 2 and 3.

Yvonne described the photos: “Charles wrote on the back of one of mine in German and wouldn’t translate it”. Yvonne Blue Travel Diary, July 24, 1930, p. 67.

Writing about drinking in some capacity – whether it be drinking with their peer groups on board the ships, going to beer gardens in Germany, or tasting champagne for the first time – was also common throughout many of the youths’ writing. As the sale of alcohol was constitutionally banned in the U.S. between 1920 and 1933 under Prohibition, moments in the youths’ writing when they wrote about drinking demonstrate one way in which travel challenged their understanding of cultural norms (or frameworks of licit and illicit behaviors) in the U.S. «Breaking the law» on alcohol consumption back home was understood by reformers as a «male-centered problem», especially among youth63. Thus, consuming alcohol while they traveled was not only significant in that they were participating in something that was illegal in the U.S. if they were writing during Prohibition, but also engaging in behavior that was typed as masculine.

As Yvonne and Anna specifically wrote during Prohibition, their diary entries provide the best examples of how the availability of alcohol abroad likely made the youths think about what they were familiar with in the U.S. For example, Yvonne offered a detailed description of a night after «six glasses” of «good sweet wine» that made her feel «dizzy» and quite «sick» (emphasis in original)64. Anna’s entries are particularly telling because, like Clara, she kept her diary over the course of the entire year and we can thus compare the entries she wrote while traveling to entries

64 Yvonne Blue Travel Diary, July 24, 1930, pp. 75-77.
she wrote before her trip. Before leaving for Europe Anna disapprovingly commented on the young man she liked getting «tight», or drunk, at a dance. Similarly, on the second night aboard the ship on her journey to Europe, Anna wrote, «This is an English boat we’re on and babe are some of the people getting tight. Whew!» Though Anna did not in this passage explicitly criticize people for drinking, she did distance herself – and the U.S. – from the activity by specifying that the boat was «English». Yet, as she continued her trip she humorously described members of her travel party being drunk and experimented with alcohol herself, as on the last night of her trip when she was with the three couples mentioned above: «we split a bottle of champagne to celebrate the last night out». Writing about drinking in a positive manner only came after Anna was abroad. This might indicate that as she traveled she became more comfortable with habits unfamiliar to her. Since alcohol was prohibited in the U.S., these youths’ attention and access to it offers a concrete example of how travel to and in Europe differed from the American context they left.

These are just a few examples of how the youths interacted with other young people, including Europeans, in activities deemed controversial youth habits in the U.S. Overall, the attention to such topics throughout these youths’ writing demonstrates that these American youths and their travel companions deemed socializing with boys and men and the availability of alcohol noteworthy parts of their trips. As contentious activities back in the U.S., pursuing these activities indicates one way the youth’s understanding of themselves in terms of their age and gender back home shaped their experience abroad. Though the youths’ writing about dancing, dating, and drinking only offers the perspectives of these young Americans, the various people the youths wrote about indicate that they did not pursue these activities alone, but with a variety of peers on the ships that crossed the Atlantic and in towns and cities throughout Europe. Though scholarship on the transfer of youth culture between the U.S. and Europe tends to focus on media, such as music and movies, as facilitating this exchange the writing of these six Americans at least indicates that a more personal exchange occurred between this small sample of Americans and European youths. Moreover, during these social exchanges the American youths participated in activities that were often disapproved of – if not downright illegal – back home. Travel thus

---

65 Anna Taylor Diary, May 18, 1929.
66 Ibidem, June 30, 1929.
68 For scholarship on the transfer of youth culture between the U.S. and Europe, see HORN, Adrian, Juke Box Britain: Americanisation and Youth Culture, 1945-60, Manchester, Manchester UP, 2009; POIGER, Uta G., Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold War Politics and American Culture in a Divided Germany, Berkeley, University of California Press, 2000; and SCHILDT, Axel, SIEGFRIED, Detlef (eds.), Between Marx and Coca-Cola: Youth Cultures in Changing European Societies, 1960-1980, New York, Berghahn Books, 2006. As these titles indicate, this scholarship overwhelmingly concentrates on the post-1945 period.
offered these young Americans the opportunity to participate in activities that would have been socially transgressive back home, especially for young women their age.

4. “We find it very thrilling to be here at such an exciting period”: Political Issues in the Youth Travel Writing

Though many of these young Americans gave a fair amount of attention to topics seen as characteristic and often controversial habits of young people in the U.S., they also engaged with what could be called “political issues” while they were abroad. By “political issues” I mean topics related to governmental actions and the impact of these actions on everyday life. I mean to use political issues in contrast to how the youths’ contemporaries and subsequent scholarship have painted the group as almost exclusively interested in their immediate peer cultures and popular culture. Though interested in these topics, the young Americans examined here were also aware of and talking about political issues with their family members and peers in international spaces. This was especially true for fourteen-year-old Victoria, sixteen-year-old Rosalie, and nineteen-year-old Eleanor. As these three traveled from 1935 to 1937, change over time is detectable in the travel writing. As the 1930s progressed, the young Americans gave more attention in their travel writing to political issues. Turning to rich moments in these three youths’ writing shows how, on the one hand, their writing reflects the opinion of their contemporaries back home who linked national and international consciousness and, on the other, how gender and age were important for how young people came to terms with the differences between their home country and the countries they visited.

Rosalie – who traveled with her father and dedicated her travel journal to him, which suggests he might have read it – did not record interactions with the boys and men she met like the youths in the previous section, but she did write about the politics and gender norms of the countries she visited. She thus engaged with the dominant middle-class gender and sexual norms in the U.S. by removing herself from the situations she wrote about and making comparisons between her home country and the countries she visited. For example, while traveling in Soviet Russia, Rosalie wrote:

---

69 Studies of American youth perpetuate a characterization of this group as only interested in peer culture and popular culture by concentrating on these topics. The travel writing examined here complicates this characterization. See FASS, op. cit., pp. 18-20 and Chapter Eight for a description of the apolitical nature of youth. Whitney Walton pushes back against this characterization in her study of the Junior Year Abroad. See WALTON, Whitney, «Internationalism and the Junior Year Abroad», cit., p. 271.
No effort is made to segregate men and women travellers [sic]. A travelling acquaintance of ours, a young lawyer from Amsterdam, was horrified last night when he was obliged to share his sleeping compartment with a Russian bride... The Russian boast that they are modern and broad-minded about such things! 'Amazingly so!', we think.

Four days later, Rosalie's father bought all of the berths in their sleeping car because, as Rosalie emphasized again, «on Russian trains men and women are put together in the same compartment to spend the night»71. In her acknowledgement that «the Russians boast that they are modern and broad-minded about such things», it is clear that Rosalie was aware of the different attitudes toward and positions of women in Soviet Russia, especially in the images propagated by the government of a commitment to women's equality72. In her declaration of «'Amazingly so!' we think» Rosalie directly engaged with the status of women in Soviet Russia in a way that suggests she disapproved of having men and women in the same sleeping quarters. However, consideration must be paid to the fact that Rosalie was traveling with her father and it was he who upheld the dominant gender norms in the U.S. by buying the entire sleeping car for her. Though not explicitly recorded in her writing, it would not be too much to presume that Rosalie compared the situation in Soviet Russia to her own experience in the U.S. and other European countries. Once exposed to these issues, she likely continued to reflect on them back home.

On the other end of the political spectrum, in Italy, both Rosalie and Victoria wrote about experiencing public displays of fascism that were quite different from anything they were used to in the U.S. Rosalie wrote after visiting the Forum of Mussolini, «Daddy became very hot and bothered over Fascism and wouldn't even let me buy any pictures of Mussolini's monuments to himself»73. Likewise, after seeing soldiers running with guns, Victoria recorded that her family wondered «if [the soldiers] were getting ready for Absinnia [sic]. The people don't seem to be worrying about war though. We find it very thrilling to be here at such an exciting period»74. Both passages capture some of the anxiety in the U.S. surrounding rising fascism75. Rosalie's father clearly did not agree with it, prohibiting her from even buying a souvenir, and though Victoria

---

71 Rosalie McLeod Diary, July 3, 1937, pp. 11
73 Rosalie McLeod Diary, Aug. 2, 1937, pp. 29.
did not specifically say this, her passage suggests that the family might be concerned by the threat of war. Nonetheless, the monuments and presence of soldiers throughout Rome intrigued Rosalie and Victoria and they offered detailed descriptions of what they observed.

The sustained attention in both writing and drawings fourteen-year-old Victoria gave to the visibility of uniforms, public rallies, flags, and banners demonstrates that she consciously or unconsciously grappled with the political atmosphere she experienced in Italy through her travel writing. A few weeks after the entry above, Victoria recorded: «When mummy brought the paper back we saw that the Italians had captured Adowa! (Adowa) [sic]». Her family then went out and observed the city decorated «with flags to celebrate the victory» and «Adua e nostrai!» (Adowa is ours) written on walls. Surrounding the entry Victoria included colored drawings of flags and sayings like «Viva Il Duce» (see Images 4 and 5). Such drawings were common throughout her travel diary (see Images 6 and 7). As these entries indicate, Victoria—and the other youths—often incorporated foreign languages in their writing. This usually involved the inclusion of short phrases and sometimes consistently writing the date of their entries in German, French, or Italian. Writing in a foreign language was thus one way these young women engaged with the cultures they traveled in on their own terms. Victoria also offered a detailed description of a fascist rally she heard Mussolini speak at. Her written description of the event included how «thrilling» it was to see Mussolini speak, hearing the crowd shouting «Duce! Duce!» and seeing «girl fascists march past» that «were all sizes from tiny little girls to grown women». Other than writing that she and her family found it «thrilling» to be in Italy and to observe these mass spectacles, Victoria offered no personal commentary on how these public political displays made her feel, perhaps suggesting that she saw herself not as a participant, but only as an observer.

---

77 A few good examples are: Anna Taylor Diary, July 9, 1929; and Yvonne Blue Travel Diary, Aug. 10, 1930, pp. 104. Scholarship on travel literature asserts that incorporating language is one way to gauge a tourist’s perception of a culture. Additionally, scholarship on American youth culture acknowledges that youth in the early twentieth century often changed their handwriting as a way to self-consciously experiment with their identity. Read together, these scholarships indicate that these young women used foreign languages in their writing as a means to engage the cultures they encountered on their own terms and experiment with their identities. BRUMBERG, Joan, op. cit., pp. 104, 234. Brumberg comes to this conclusion through interviews. See also LUBRICH, Oliver, Travels in the Reich, Foreign Authors Report from Germany, 1933-1956, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2012, p. 14.
79 Scholars who have studied how foreign visitors reacted to similar mass spectacles in Nazi Germany have noted that «[b]y reflecting upon these mass demonstrations, the individual traveler can set himself [or herself] apart from the anonymous collective mass of Germans, and assert his [or her] own identity in the foreign country». LUBRICH, Oliver, op. cit., p. 13.
Not only did the mass spectacle of the public rally intrigue Victoria, but particularly the participation of «little girls to grown women». She was so intrigued that she specified that «[t]hey were dressed like this» and included a drawing (see Image 8)80. Victoria frequently emphasized the “young” fascists she saw and often wrote about or drew the clothing they wore. This was true for both young women and young men. For example, one excerpt indicates that she was surprised to see a group of boys dressed as Italian soldiers: «we saw some Italian boy scouts who were too cunning. They dress them up in black shirts and caps even them»81. The clarification «even them» captures that Victoria found the inclusion of young people, likely her own age, surprising. To be sure, the Boy Scouts were suppressed under fascism and thus it is unlikely that this was actually a

group of Boy Scouts. Rather, upon seeing a group of young uniformed boys, Victoria compared them to what was most familiar to her in the U.S. The emphasis Victoria placed on the age and gender of the Italians suggests that the participation of youth and women in Italian politics interested her. Given her own age and gender, perhaps she even found this participation appealing.

Compared to the other youth, Eleanor engaged with political issues and included her own political opinions the most. The fact that she was Jewish and visiting her Jewish relatives in Soviet Russia and Poland likely contributed to her awareness of political issues. That said, age was no less important to how Eleanor engaged with politics in her travel writing. Passages from her writing indicate that the discussions Eleanor had with her family were often with family members her own age and revolved around economic and political issues in the U.S. and Europe. In Soviet Russia, Eleanor and her father’s cousin’s children discussed various topics, from anti-religious propaganda to college tuition in the U.S., Russian student wages, and American unemployment: «The young people said they knew we had high unemployment in the U.S. and that such a thing could never happen under their system».

Similarly, in Poland, she described talking to a cousin her age:

Motek and I sit on the balcony sometimes and listen to music...Sometimes we keep the music quietly [sic] and discuss – one might say argue – mostly politics. He is very cynical for someone

---

83 Before visiting her family, Eleanor traveled with a socialist student group, the Student League for Industrial Democracy. She acted as the secretary of this group at home. Though in the travel writing examined here she did not write about this experience, this is further evidence of her political involvement. See Oral History Interview with Eleanor Judd, 1984 February 21. Rocky Mountain Jewish Historical Society Oral Histories, B098.01.0005.00123, Beck Archives of Rocky Mountain Jewish History, Special Collections, University of Denver, URL: <https://duarchives.coalliance.org/repositories/2/digital_objects/9913> [consulted June 29, 2018]. Eleanor was the last Jewish-American member of her family to visit pre-World War Two Europe.
84 Eleanor Winograd Travel Writing Transcript, Aug. 1, 1936, p. 2.
so young. He is just my age…He says, ‘the New Deal and Roosevelt will help America but America needs help less than any other country.’ I could certainly state my views better in English, and he says he would win all the arguments if I only understood Polish.

These passages show how Eleanor grappled with her family’s preconceived notions of the U.S. and how conversations she had in Europe encouraged comparisons between the U.S. and other countries. On confronting Motek’s views of the U.S., Eleanor felt the need to defend her home country. Moreover, each of these conversations occurred between young people. They compared and contrasted the experiences of those around their age in both of their countries and Eleanor’s writing gives the impression that they concluded that their experiences—both personal and overall experiences living under different forms of government—were quite different. Nonetheless, the fact that they were young and, in the case of Motek and Eleanor, had a shared generational interest (music) seemed to bring them together. These conversations are prime examples of how Eleanor’s understanding of her Americanness was not just constructed within the borders of the U.S. and point to the importance of age during her trip.

These rich moments in Rosalie, Victoria, and Eleanor’s travel writing demonstrate that the hopes of educators and adults were borne out in some cases but not in others. When youth encountered the political differences between the U.S. and the countries they visited, they did reflect on their national identity and the country’s place in the world and, in some moments, did become more attached to the U.S. Yet, their travel writing clarifies that gender and age were very important for how the youth made sense of what they experienced—factors unanticipated by the adults writing in American publications and thus ways in which the youths imbued their experiences abroad with their own meaning.

85 Ibidem, Aug. 16-20, 1936, p. 5
86 The youths’ writing about the legacy of World War One, whether it be seeing relics in museums, visiting cemeteries and battlefields, or speaking with Europeans, is another way they engaged with political issues. For example, Rosalie connected the «hospitality» of the Belgium people to them being grateful to «how the United States fed the people of Belgium during the last war under the direction of Herbert Hoover». Rosalie McLeod Diary, Aug. 27, 1937, p. 39. In contrast, Anna wrote while in Germany, «I do not like Germans, even tho [sic] I was so young in the time of the war I can’t get over how horrible they were». Anna Taylor Diary, July 30 and 31, 1929.
5. Conclusion

«I’m glad I’m here [in the United States] but I would like to be back in Europe for I love it so over there».
Anna, 1929

«I won’t be entirely happy till I come again».
Yvonne, 1930

«Had a marvelous time but I’m afraid I’ll never be content to stay home again, very long».
Clara, 1933

Though the youths’ journeys lasted no more than a few months, quotes like the ones above and their actions later in life indicate how their trips continued to influence them\textsuperscript{87}. Anna, Yvonne, and Clara, the youth who kept diaries throughout the entire year, reflected on their trips that fall and into the winter and maintained relationships with those they traveled with. For example, Clara assembled her travel group for a party and Anna kept up correspondence with a young man she met on the ship. Clara also paid attention to the political climate in Europe, writing on Saturday, November 14, two days after the German referendum, «Adolf Hitler announces Germany’s resignation from the League of Nations and disarmament conference. Whole world in turmoil» – an event that likely prompted her to reflect on her trip\textsuperscript{88}. Furthermore, both Rosalie and Eleanor revisited their diaries years later in order to transcribe them. Although we do not know if Victoria, Clara, or Anna returned to their travel writing later in life, it is hard to imagine that they did not reflect on their trips, especially with the onset of the Second World War within a decade after they returned home. Additionally, passenger lists indicate that some of the youths indeed returned to Europe – Victoria in 1949 and 1950 and Clara in 1939. All of which suggests that what they encountered as youths abroad continued to shape how they understood themselves and theirAmericanness throughout their lives\textsuperscript{89}.

These young Americans’ trips become particularly poignant when put in conversation with scholarship on tourism that stresses the importance of travel and travel writing for American

\textsuperscript{87} Anna Taylor Diary, Sept. 10, 1929; Yvonne Blue Travel Diary, Aug. 3, 1930, p. 99; Clara Schiefer Diary, Memoranda, p. 368.

\textsuperscript{88} Clara Schiefer Diary, Nov. 14, 1933, pp. 287, 335. Rosalie transcribed her diary as a gift for her father and Eleanor published her diary in the \textit{Rocky Mountain Jewish Historical Notes}. See: «A Journey to Poland: August 1936», in \textit{Rocky Mountain Jewish Historical Notes}, 6, 3/1984.

intervention abroad. Christopher Endy has specifically argued that travel abroad «influenced views of the specific European countries and promoted U.S. intervention on behalf of the Allied powers in World War 1»⁹⁰. Thus, what the youth saw and people whom the youth met as they traveled likely shaped their views of Europe and Europeans leading up to World War Two and how they viewed American policy during the war.

As the close readings of their travel writings indicate, age and gender were central to how these youths negotiated the meaning of home and the U.S.’ place on the international stage. Their travel writing confirms and complicates the portrait of youth travel offered in the publications Americans read. Indeed, going abroad did foster a national and international mindedness, but this national and international mindedness did not just come through experiencing different cultures. Interactions with other young people in international spaces informed how the youths came to terms with what it meant to be an American, and specifically a young American abroad. Whether it was participating in controversial youth habits or grappling with political issues as they traveled, how these American youths made sense of their travels and themselves as Americans was in large part defined by their experiences growing up during a period in which anxieties about youth, gender, and young women’s sexuality were high.

---
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